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Summary of these Labs 
 

In these two labs students will learn  
• how to produce single photons obeying the laws of quantum 

mechanics (Lab 3); 
• how to prove that a source of light is a single photon source (Lab 

4). 
A single-photon source (SPS) that efficiently produces photons 
exhibited antibunching is a pivotal hardware element in photonic 
quantum information technology. Secure quantum communication 
with single photons will prevent any potential eavesdropper from 
intercepting the message without the receiver's noticing. SPS also 
enables quantum computation using linear optical elements and 
photodetectors. 
Students will also get acquainted with a confocal fluorescence 
microscopy of single emitters and photonic bandgap materials. They 
will image the fluorescence of single dye molecules and colloidal 
semiconductor quantum dots, will prepare 1-D photonic bandgap 
chiral liquid crystal samples, and will observe fluorescence 
antibunching using a Hanbury Brown and Twiss interferometer. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Photograph and schematics of a single photon source setup. A 
beamsplitter BS, two single-photon counting avalanche photodiodes APD1 
and APD2, a time correlated computer card TimeHarp 200 are the main 
elements  of a Hanbury Brown and Twiss interferometer. 
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IMPORTANT SAFETY TIPS  
 

Several aspects of these Labs are potentially harmful to the 
experimenter and to the equipments used.  Please review these 
warnings thoroughly before proceeding with this laboratory. 
 

LASER SAFETY 
A diode-pumped solid-state laser is used in this laboratory with 532-
nm wavelength, 6 ps pulse duration and 76 MHz pulse repetition rate. 
Laser average output power is near 40 mW, although maximum input 
average power into microscope is ~400 µW.  Laser exposure to one’s 
eye can cause permanent damage.  One should always be aware of 
when the laser is operating.  In addition, one should always be 
conscious of the beam path and any reflections which may 
occur in the system. When you are working with laser beam 
alignment before the spatial filter, use protective goggles. 
 
                                 MATERIAL SAFETY 
• When working with powdered dye and with solvents, it is best to 

work in a chemical hood.  Breathing in dye or solvent particles can 
be dangerous and should be avoided.  It is also necessary to wear 
gloves whenever working with dye and solvents.  Contact with skin 
should be avoided.  If contact does occur, be sure to flush the area 
with plenty of water. 

 
• Always wear gloves when working with liquid crystals.  Contact 

with skin should be avoided.  If contact does occur, wash the area 
thoroughly with soap and water.   

 
• Wash your hand after the Lab if you worked with chemicals. 
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EQUIPMENT SAFETY 
(1) The single-photon counting avalanche photodiode modules 

(APD’s) used in this laboratory are extremely sensitive.  Too much 
exposure to light can damage them.  Whenever the APD’s are in 
use, the lights must be turned off.  It is also advisable to turn off 
any extraneous light sources as well (notably computer monitors).  
Turning on the lights or opening the door while the APD’s are on 
will likely ruin the APD’s, which cost about $5,000 a piece. 
• NEVER TURN ON THE ROOM LIGHTS WHILE THE APDs AND EM-

CCD-CAMERA ARE ON! 
•  (1) After turning off the power switch always unplug the APD’s before 

turning on the lights for the long period of time.  (2) Also, make sure your 
Lab View program is turned off before turning on the lights. 

•  If APD count rate will exceed 200,000 counts/sec, reduce laser 
power or put the screen in front of APD.  

    DON’T SWITCH OFF APD UNDER A HIGH COUNT RATE!!!! 
(2) The CCD camera used in this lab is internally cooled, and ideally 

works at an internal temperature of -60º C.  Never block the vent 
on the camera since doing so can disrupt the cooling 
mechanism.  The temperature inside the camera is displayed at 
the bottom left of the screen when the Andor iXon software is 
open.  If the camera ever reaches a temperature too high to 
operate safely, a buzzer will sound from inside the camera.  If 
one ever hears this buzzer, it is extremely important to turn off the 
internal cooling in the camera and make sure that the internal fan 
is on and turned to ‘High’.  This can be done in the camera 
software by first click on the ‘Hardware’ drop down menu, and 
then choosing ‘Temperature’.  Turn the cooling option to off and 
click ‘Ok’.  Next click on ‘Hardware’ again and choose ‘Fan 
Control’.  Make sure that ‘High’ is selected and press ‘Ok’.  Make 
sure to stop any data collection.  The camera should then be left 
alone to cool off before usage continues.   

(3) Always follow the directions for turning the laser on and off 
carefully.  When turning the laser off, it is necessary to press the 
‘stop’ button on the power supply before turning the key to turn the 
laser off.  Failing to press the ‘stop’ button before turning the 
key on the power supply can cause damage to the laser, 
which costs about $60,000.   
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PREPARATORY QUESTIONS 
 
1 What is single photon source? 
2 What is the difference between laser pulses attenuated to a single-

photon level and photons from single photon sources? 
3 What is fluorescence antibunching? 
4 How will you produce single photons in this Lab? 
5 Why do the single emitters emit single photons at a time? 
6 What is a confocal microscope? 
7 Make a brief sketch of the main elements of setup for single-

emitter fluorescence microscopy. 
8 What are single-photon counting avalanche photodiode modules? 

How to work with them without damaging these detectors? 
9 How will you know if EM-CCD camera is overheated? 
10 Explain how the image of single-molecule fluorescence is created 

in a confocal microscope. Why do you see “the stripes” on some 
images? 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Single photon sources 
The purpose of this laboratory work is to introduce students to single 
photon source (SPS) that efficiently produces photons with 
antibunching characteristics [1-3]. SPS is a pivotal hardware element 
for quantum communication technology [4–7]. One of the 
fundamental laws of quantum mechanics, the Heisenberg uncertainty 
relation, tells us that every quantum measurement significantly 
influences the observed system. Quantum cryptography utilizes this 
feature to guarantee secure communication between Alice 
(transmitter) and Bob (receiver) (see Figure 1) [8-9]. In contrast to 
classical communication, where an eavesdropper (Eve) is able to 
measure the transmitted signals without arousing Alice’s or Bob’s 
attention, in quantum cryptography eavesdropping can be detected 
by Alice or Bob. Quantum communication has a potential large 
market [10], but its practical realization is held back in part because of 
the difficulties in developing robust sources of antibunched photons 
on demand. In another implementation, a SPS becomes the key 
hardware element for quantum computers with linear optical elements 
and photodetectors [11].  

 
 
In spite of several solutions for SPSs presented in the literature, 
significant drawbacks remain. They are the reason for current 
quantum communication systems being baud-rate bottlenecked, 
causing photon numbers from ordinary photon sources to attenuate 
to the single-photon level (~ 0.1 photon per pulse on average). In 
addition to the low efficiency, the drawback of such faint-pulse 
quantum cryptography is pollution by multiple photons. The pollution 
restriction does not vanish in quantum cryptography based on 

Single photon

Alice

Bob

Eva

Figure 1 . Schematics of secure communication between Alice and Bob
using single photons. 
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parametric-down-conversion, entangled-photon pairs. A parametric-
down-conversion photon source may contain a coherent 
superposition of multiple pairs. 
An efficient (with an-order-of-magnitude-higher photon number per 
pulse) and reliable light source that delivers a train of pulses 
containing one, and only one, photon is a very timely challenge. To 
meet this challenge, several issues need to be addressed, from 
achieving full control of the quantum properties of the source to easy 
handling and integrability of these properties into a practical quantum 
computer and/or communication setup. In addition, in quantum 
information systems it is desirable to deal with single photons 
synchronized to an external clock, namely, triggerable single photons 
(single photons on demand). For practical applications both in 
quantum cryptography and in quantum computing with qu-bits coded 
in definite polarization states, well-defined polarization of single 
photons will provide a source efficiency enhancement by a factor of 
two in comparison with producing such polarization from a random 
polarization state of photons. Polarization purity is also important for 
the coherent properties of the source. 
The critical issue in producing single photons in another way than by 
trivial attenuation of a beam is the very low concentration of photon 
emitters dispersed in a host, such that within a laser focal spot only 
one emitter becomes excited (Figure 2, left)), emitting only one 
photon at a time (because of fluorescence lifetime). In this case all 
emitted photons will be separated in time (antibunched), see a Figure 
2, right histogram of the second order correlation function g(2) (t).  
 g(2) (t) is proportional to the measured coincidence count rate 
(number of the second photons that appeared at a definite time 
interval after a first photon). More details about antibunching and its 
measurements (Hanbury Brown and Twiss setup) see in Appendix 1. 
 

 
 
 Figure 2. Left: Excitation of a single emitter by a focused laser beam. Right –

antibunching histogram showing a dip at zero  interphoton time.  
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There are various known methods for the production of single 
photons by single-emitter excitation, which are based on a single 
atom, a single trapped ion, a single molecule, a single color center in 
diamond, etc. Tremendous progress has been made in the realization 
of SPS’s based on excitonic emission from single heterostructured 
semiconductor quantum dots excited by pulsed laser light.  In 
heterostructured-quantum-dot SPS’s, microcavities have been used 
for spontaneous emission enhancement in the form of a whispering-
gallery-mode resonator (turnstile device), 1-D photonic band-gap, 
three-dimensional pillar microcavity, and 2-D photonic crystals. A 
weakness of heterostructured-quantum-dot SPS’s is that they operate 
only at liquid-helium temperatures.  
To date, three approaches have been suggested for room-
temperature SPS’s: single molecules, colloidal semiconductor 
quantum dots (nanocrystals), and color centers in diamond. The 
color-center source suffers from the challenge that it is not easy to 
couple out the photons, that the wavelength of this source is 
restricted by a specific transition, and random polarization of photons. 
Both single molecules and colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals 
(colloidal quantum dots) dissolved in a proper solvent can be 
embedded in photonic crystals to circumvent the deficiencies that 
plague the other system. The primary problems with using fluorescent 
dyes and colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals in cavities are the 
emitters’ bleaching and blinking.  Using some hosts (e.g., with oxygen 
depletion) can reduce emitter bleaching. Recently, nonblinking 
quantum dots were obtained. 

In these Labs students will work on a room-temperature SPS based 
on single colloidal quantum dot (or dye) fluorescence in photonic 
bandgap host [12,13] (see Appendix 2). Photonic bandgap host 
enhances single-photon emission and provides definite polarization of 
single photons (in the case of structure asymmetry or chirality).  
A SPS setup consists of three main elements: (1) Confocal 
fluorescent microscope [12, 14]; (2) Hanbury Brown and Twiss setup 
[2, 3, 15].  (3) Sample with single emitters. 
Confocal fluorescent microscope will be used: 
• to focus laser beam onto a single emitter, 
•  to collect and image its fluorescence.  
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To prove a single-photon nature of this light source fluorescence 
antibunching measurements will be carried out using a Hanbury 
Brown and Twiss setup (see Appendix 1) which is located at the one 
of the output ports of a confocal microscope. 
Students will prepare the samples with single emitters in a photonic 
bandgap host. Photonic bandgap structure enhances the emission 
rate of single photons and can also select a definite polarization of 
them. A planar-aligned cholesteric liquid crystal layer will be used as 
a 1-D chiral photonic bandgap structure. This structure can produce a 
circularly polarized light of definite handedness from single emitters. 
 

2.  BACKGROUND 
2.1. Fluorescent molecules 
Fluorescence results from the excitation of electrons into excited 
states [16].  In excited singlet states of fluorescent organic dyes, the 
excited electron is paired with a ground-state electron and therefore 
return to the ground-state is spin-allowed.  The quick return of the 
excited electron to the ground-state orbital results in the emission of a 
photon.  Excitation of electrons is frequently the result of absorption 
from a given light source. Fluorescence of an organic molecule is 
represented schematically in the diagram of Figure 3.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3.  Energy level diagram of an organic molecule. The electronic 
singlet states S0, S1 , S2 are complemented by a manifold of vibrational 
states. 
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The ground state is denoted S0, with each successive energy level 
labeled S1, S2, etc.  Notice that each state, including the ground-state, 
is not one exact energy level.  There are vibrational energy levels at 
each energy level, denoted 0, 1, 2, etc.  Thus each energy level is 
more like an energy band than a line.  At room temperature, thermal 
energy is not adequate to populate excited vibraitonal levels, and 
absorption is necessary to populate higher energy levels. 
A fluorophore is usually excited to a higher vibrational level of S1 or 
S2, but relaxes to the lowest energy vibrational level before emission 
occurs.  This is called internal conversion.  Notice also that there is a 
triplet energy level, denoted T1.  It is possible for excited electrons to 
move from higher energy levels to this triplet energy level, referred to 
as intersystem crossing.  Because the corresponding electron in the 
ground-state to an electron in the triplet energy level has identical 
spin orientation, transmission to the ground-state is forbidden.  
Remember that this means the transition can still occur, but at slower 
emission rates (typically 103 to 10 s-1).  The emission of photons 
resulting from this transmission from the triplet state is called 
phosphorescence.   
Typical emission rates of dye fluorescence are on the order of 108-
109 s-1, meaning that the average time between a fluorophore’s 
excitation and subsequent return to the ground-state is very small (on 
the order of about 10ns).  This value is referred to as the lifetime (τ) of 
a fluorophore.  Keep in mind that a fluorophore’s lifetime is an 
average value which represents the most common lifetime of a 
fluorophore – some lifetimes may be shorter or longer in a given 
population. 

 
2.2. Confocal Fluorescent Microscopy  
Today, confocal microscopy is a technique that applied in many 
scientific disciplines, ranging from solid state physics to biology [12, 
14]. The central idea is to irradiate the sample with focused light 
originating from a single-mode laser beam and direct the response 
from the sample into a pinhole.   
Confocal detection is based on the fact that light not originating from 
the focal area will not be able to pass through the detection pinhole 
and hence cannot reach the detector. Laterally displaced beams will 
be blocked by the detector aperture and beams originating from 
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points displaced along the optical axis will not be focused in the 
detection plane and therefore will be strongly attenuated by the 
detection pinhole (Figure 3). 

 
 Figure 3.  Confocal microscope diagram (from [12]). The detection path of 
a scanning confocal optical microscope is shown. Three objects in the 
sample are depicted. Only the object (circle) on the optical axis lying in the 
conjugated detection plane in the object space is imaged onto the pinhole 
and can be detected. The other objects (triangle and squire) are either 
focused to the side of the pinhole (triangle) or arrive at the pinhole 
unfocused such that their signals are suppressed. 
 
The laser beam spotsize Δx that is achieved at the sample depends 
on the numerical aperture NA of the objective and the wavelength λ 
used for illumination. It is usually limited by diffraction of the laser light 
at the entrance aperture of the objective  
                                              

NA
x λ
=Δ 61.0  ,  

For NA = 1.4 the lateral spotsize (point-spread function width) for 
green light with λ = 500 nm is about 220 nm,  its  length is 750 nm.  
The lateral resolution of a confocal microscope is not significantly 
increased as compared to a wide-field illumination microscope. 
However, side lobes are suppressed significantly leading to a 
significant increase in the dynamic range of images, meaning that 
weak signals may be detected in the proximity of strong ones. 
The fluorescent light collected by the same objective, has to be 
separated from the incoming light using a dichroic mirror. 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.  Experimental setup comprising a confocal fluorescent 
microscope and a Hanbury Brown and Twiss setup. 

 
One of the important part of the setup  (see Figure 4) is  a pulsed ( 6 
ps pulse duration) diode-pumped solid-state laser operating  at 76 
MHz repetition rate. This laser wavelength is 1064 nm, but KTP-
crystal placed inside the resonator converts a fundamental frequency 
into its second harmonic (532 nm). The 532-nm beam is directed 
through a light-blue glass filter which eliminates any 1064 nm light 
emitted by the laser as well as a diode laser radiation. The beam is 
then reflected by two mirrors, both of which are used for easier beam 
alignment.  Next, the beam is directed through a spatial filter which is 
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used both to clean and widen the beam.  In addition, the beam 
emitted by this particular laser is elliptical, and the spatial filter is used 
to make the beam circular. Two more mirrors (periscope system) are 
then used to raise and redirect the beam.  These two mirrors are also 
used for beam alignment when attempting to center the beam 
entering the microscope.   

The beam is then directed through a filter holder which contains 
neutral density filters.  These filters are used to diminish the intensity 
of the beam illuminating the dye or quantum dot sample since too 
much intensity causes bleaching of the sample and can greatly 
diminish fluorescence intensity.   

The beam then enters the confocal microscope, which contains its 
own system of optics used to redirect the beam.  The beam is initially 
reflected by a specially selected dichroic mirror that reflects, but does 
not transmit, the 532 nm light entering the microscope.  The dichroic 
mirror does however transmit fluorescent light emitted by dye  (579 
nm) and/or quantum dot (~ 580 nm or 705 nm).  In this manner, laser 
light entering the microscope at 532 nm is reflected toward the 
sample, causing it to fluoresce.  The light emitted by fluorescence, 
along with some 532 nm light scattered back into the system, returns 
to the dichroic mirror where only the fluorescence wavelength is 
transmitted.  Notice also that the light reflected by the dichroic mirror 
passes through an oil immersion objective. Immersion oil contributes 
to two characteristics of the image viewed through the microscope: 
finer resolution and brightness. These characteristics are most critical 
under high magnification; so it is only the higher power, short focus, 
objectives that are usually designed for oil immersion. 

 
Figure 5.  Oil immersion objective (from  

  http://www.bmb.psu.edu/courses/micro107/microscopy/oil-lens.jpg) 
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The fluorescence light transmitted by the dichroic mirror then passes 
through an orange glass and interference filter which are used to 
eliminate any remaining 532 nm light.  The beam can then be 
directed toward the avalanche photodiode modules (APD’s) or toward 
the electron multiplying (EM), cooled CCD camera depending on the 
port selected on the microscope.   

The EM-CCD camera is used before the APD’s to align the system 
and to assure that the beam is focused.  But the main application of 
this camera is the direct observation in time of single emitter 
fluorescence when the unfocussed laser beam irradiates the sample. 
The camera is connected to a computer that displays the image 
captured by the EM-CCD array.  Note that when the EM-CCD camera 
is being used for alignment, the orange glass filter and the filter on 
the dichroic mirror must be removed.  This is because they reject the 
532 nm laser light that is needed to form a bright enough image on 
the EM-CCD.   

When the system is properly aligned and the two filters replaced, the 
green beam can be directed toward the single photon counting 
avalanche photodiode modules (APD’s). The APD’s have a size of a 
detector area of about 170 microns. Each detector area serves as a 
pinhole for this confocal microscope.   

 The beam leaving the microscope toward the APD’s is first directed 
toward a 50:50 non-polarizing beamsplitter.  This is an optical part of 
a Hanbury Brown and Twiss setup for antibunching measurements. 
This beamsplitter directs about half of the incident photons toward the 
first APD and half toward the second APD.  Two APD’s are used to 
compensate a deadtime of each detector in measurements of time 
intervals of two consecutive photons.  One is used to provide a ‘start’ 
signal, and the other, which is on a delay, is used to provide a ‘stop’ 
signal. By measuring the time between ‘start’ and ‘stop’ signals, one 
can form a histogram of time delay between two photons and the 
coincidence count (number of second photons which appeared at 
definite time interval after the first photons). For single-emitter 
fluorescent imaging the APD’s are connected to a computer which 
contains two cards (counter/timer and controller board connected to 
each other with a cable) and runs LabVIEW software.  The computer 
is also used to run a piezo-translation stage, create images of a 
single-molecule fluorescence, and analyze the data collected.  
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The APD’s are also connected to a TimeHarp 200 time-correlated 
single photon counting PCI card.  This is an electronic part of a 
Hanbury Brown and Twiss setup. This card is used in conjunction 
with the APD’s to create a histogram which displays the time period 
between detection of successive photons versus number of 
occurrences.  This plot can then be analyzed to determine whether or 
not photon antibunching has occurred.  The occurrence of this 
phenomenon is an indication that a single emitter has been scanned.    
The nanodrive device is connected to the piezo-translation stage on 
which the sample is mounted.  The nanodrive uses a high voltage 
(~500 V) to move the stage very slightly while scanning and max 
scan area is 50 um x 50 um). Sample raster scanning occurs like one 
would read a book from the bottom up: the bottom most horizontal 
line is scanned from left to right.  The next line up is then scanned 
from left to right, and this cycle continues until the entire sample is 
scanned.   
The focusing of the beam onto the sample, selective scanning of only 
a portion of the sample at a time and the use of a pinhole (the 
apertures of the APD’s in this case) is what makes this process 
confocal microscopy.   
The same microscope arrangement (Figure 4) can be used for a 
conventional, wide-field microscopy. The fluorescence image of the 
area with several single emitters under unfocussed laser-beam 
irradiation can be obtained in a real time using the EM-CCD camera. 
 

4. PROCEDURE: SAMPLE PREPARATION 
4.1. Single emitters on a microscope cover glass slip 
(1) One must first prepare a sample to be scanned in this experiment.  

Samples consist of a solution of quantum dots or DiI dye in 
solvent applied to a Corning No. 1 microscope cover glass slip.  
For the Lab these glass slips are clean enough (but don’t touch 
their surfaces by your hands!).  

(2) One must now prepare the solution that will be applied to the 
slides.  First acquire a solution of quantum dots or DiI dye.  The 
concentration of the solution used is very important for obtaining 
good results.  If a solution that is not concentrated enough is 
used, few or no fluorescing molecules will be seen.  Whereas if a 
solution that is too concentrated is used, too much aggregate 
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fluorescence will be seen as opposed to single molecules.  
Solutions of quantum dots or DiI dye will likely have to be diluted 
to reach an appropriate concentration.  A rough starting point for 
appropriate concentrations is 1 x 10-9 M.  Remember when 
diluting solution that molarity is defined as grams of solute per liter 
of solvent.  Also keep in mind that one must also account for the 
volume of the solution already present being diluted since molarity 
is a measure of grams of solute per total volume of solvent.  
Always dilute one’s sample using the same solvent as the original 
solution.   

(3) Apply solution to slides using a spin coater.  Mount the slide in a 
spin coater and turn the rotation speed to 3000 rpm and the 
rotation time to 30 seconds.  One can apply as many drops of 
solution as desired to the slide depending on the concentration 
desired.  This should be done using a pipette which dispenses 10 
μL per drop.  Turn on the vacuum pump and turntable and begin 
spinning the sample before the drop(s) is applied.  Place the drop 
of solution as close to the center of the spinning slide as possible.  
When the spin coater stops, make sure that the sample is 
completely dry.  If it is not, re-mount the sample and spin it again 
until dry.  Once the sample is prepared, label it using a marker (on 
the sample side).  This makes it easier to identify the sample and 
also makes it possible to discern which side of the slide the 
solution was applied to.   

4.2. Single emitters in a 1-D photonic bandgap  cholesteric liquid 
crystal host 

1. Mix one drop of a cholesteric liquid crystal blend  and one drop of 
a quantum dot solution on a cover glass slip approximately 10 
min. 

2. Cover the glass slip with a liquid crystal doped with quantum dots 
by another cover glass slip. 

3. Slightly shift these glass slips relative to one another. You will 
see a uniform coloration showing the creation of a cholesteric 1-
D photonic bandgap structure.  
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5. PROCEDURE: SYSTEM ALIGNMENT 

1.  One must mount the sample on the microscope.  First, cut 
off about six one inch squares of microfiber sheet to be used for 
cleaning.  If there is oil on the objective, any part of the stage, 
or the sample being mounted, wipe off the majority using one of 
the microfiber sheets.  Wet another clean sheet with filtered 
methanol and use it to remove any remaining oil residue.  Use 
yet another wetted sheet on the same area to assure the area 
is clean.  The metal part of the stage where the sample is 
mounted is held in place by gravity and can be removed.  It is 
easier to remove this piece from the stage when cleaning it.  In 
addition to cleaning the metal portion of the stage, wipe off the 
bottom of the sample with a clean methanol wetted wipe.  Do 
not attempt to clean the top of the sample, the dye or quantum 
dots will be removed.  One will know if the wrong side of the 
sample is cleaned if the marker ink is removed during cleaning.  
Remember to handle the sample by the sides and do not touch 
the surface or bottom of the slide.   

2.  Find the bottle of index matching fluid and open the bottle.  
Notice that the lid has an attached applicator.  Pull the lid away 
while wiping excess oil on the side of the bottle.  Use the 
applicator to allow one drop of oil to drip onto the aperture of 
the oil immersion objective.  A large drop of oil is not necessary, 
try to limit the size of the drop applied to the objective.  Place 
the slide on top of the oil droplet.  Try to keep the drop in the 
center of the slide.  The droplet should contact both the bottom 
of the slide and the objective aperture.  If the drop is too small, 
forms a bubble, or no longer contacts the objective aperture, it 
is necessary to clean everything again and re-mount the 
sample.  It may take a few attempts before mounting the 
sample is done appropriately.   

3.  When sample has been acceptably mounted, place the two 
cylindrical magnets on two opposing corners of the slide to hold 
the sample down.  Be aware that the magnets are quite strong 
and will lift the metal piece of the stage out of its fitting unless 
the metal ring is held down when moving the magnets.   One 
can move the sample around once it is mounted; however, 
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there is a risk that the oil immersion will slide off of the objective 
aperture, which requires remounting of the sample.   

4.  Place the neutral density filters marked 1 OMA, 1, 2, 3, 4, 
and 5 into the filter holder closest to the microscope.   

5.  There should be two cables going to the EM-CCD camera 
attached to the microscope, a data cable and a power supply 
cable.  Make sure that both cables are properly connected.  
The power cable simply plugs into the back of the camera 
whereas one must press in the sides of the silver data cable 
when attaching or removing it.  Double click the Andor iXon 
icon located on the desktop of the computer attached to the 
camera.  On the toolbar, click ‘Hardware’, and a drop down 
menu will appear.  Choose ‘Shutter Control’.  Choose ‘CLOSED 
For Background’ and click ‘ok’.    Next choose ‘Acquisition’ from 
the toolbar, and another drop down menu will appear.  Choose 
‘Setup Data Type’.  Choose ‘Counts (Bg corrected per second)’ 
and click ‘ok’.  Again open the ‘Acquisition’ drop down menu, 
and choose ‘Setup Acquisition’.  Locate the field labeled 
‘Exposure time’, and change the current value to 0.1, then click 
‘ok’.  Next, again choose ‘Acquisition’, and choose ‘Take 
Background’.  The camera should make a clicking sound, and a 
new window will appear on the screen which displays the 
camera’s current view.  It should resemble static.  The purpose 
of taking a background is to eliminate as much background 
noise in the image displayed by the camera as possible.  The 
signal collected will be subtracted from the image displayed 
during alignment.  Finally, click the icon with a picture of a video 
camera to display a live video feed from the camera.  The 
current display will simply resemble static.      

6.  On the right hand side of the microscope, there is a wheel 
with numbers 1 through 5 on it.  This is the port selection knob.  
Do not confuse this with the focus knob which is recognizable 
by its coarse and fine focus adjustment knobs.  Assuming that 
the camera is located at the left port, turn this port knob to 5.  It 
may be necessary to turn the knob over 5 a few times until one 
feels it click into place.   
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7.  Assure that the dichroic mirror filter and orange glass filter 
are removed from the microscope.  If they are not, the orange 
glass filter is located on the left hand side of the microscope, 
right above where the camera inserts into the microscope.  One 
will notice a piece of black take sticking out.  Pull this tape to 
the left to remove the orange glass filter.  To remove the 
dichroic mirror filter, locate the black plastic cap with a yellow 
warning sticker on the left hand side of the microscope.  Simply 
pull this cap to remove it.  Around the top of the black cylinder 
where the cap was attached is a ring with grooves in it.  Find 
this ring and turn it counterclockwise.  One will feel it click as it 
turns.  When it has clicked twice, stop turning.  Reach into the 
hole that the warning cap covered, and one will feel a plastic 
cube.  Grab the cube from the sides with the index finger and 
the thumb and pull it outward.  When this cube is removed, be 
sure not to touch the filters with one’s fingers.  On the bottom of 
the cube is a filter which is held in place by a small clip.  Push 
the clip in and remove the filter.  The filter oriented at 45° within 
the cube should not be adjusted or removed.  Now replace the 
plastic cube by sliding it back into the notch it came from.  
Observe how the plastic grooves at the bottom of the cube 
guide it back into its recess.  Once the cube in replaced, 
reattach the plastic warning cover and turn the black wheel two 
clicks clockwise.     

8.  Close the aperture on the laser.  The aperture is a piece of 
metal that slides back and forth at the front of the laser.  Begin 
turning on the laser by first turning the key on the power supply 
clockwise.  The power supply will illuminate, display some data 
regarding the laser settings, and go through a self-check 
process.  When the power supply is done with this process (~15 
seconds), it will display two lines on the screen:  

Green: Laser ON 

Red: Laser OFF  

When this text is displayed, it is okay to turn on the laser by 
pressing the start button.  The laser will not turn on until about 8 
seconds after the start button is pressed.  Take a minute to 
observe the laser’s path through the system and also the 
reflections that occur in the system.  Keep this in mind as the 
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experiment is preformed to avoid exposing one’s eyes to laser 
radiation.  A class IIIb laser is used in this experiment and 
exposure to one’s eye can cause permanent damage.   

9.  Now open the laser aperture.  An image of the beam should 
now be visible on the computer display via the EM-CCD 
camera.  If only static is visible and no image is apparent, take 
the following steps: 

• Adjust the minor focus of the microscope.  Turning the knob 
two turns in either direction should be adequate to find an 
image.    

• Assure that the port selection knob is set to the EM-CCD 
camera port.  Port 5 is the left port and port 2 is the right port.   

• Remove one or two neutral density filters.  If no image 
appears, replace the filters.   

• Assure that the sample is mounted properly.  Make sure that 
the oil drop had not slid off of the objective aperture or that a 
bubble has not formed in the oil immersion.   

• Make sure that the orange glass and dichroic mirror filters 
have been removed.   

• Assure that the dichroic mirror was replaced to its proper 
location after the filter was removed (two click clockwise).   

10.  Once an image is visible on the screen, one must adjust it 
until it is properly in focus.  One can zoom in and out of the 
image by using the two buttons at the bottom left of the window.  
Zooming in and out will be centered upon the crosshair which is 
located on the image display and which can be moved using 
the left mouse button or the keyboard arrows.    The image of 
the beam should ideally look like this: 
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              No zoom                                          Zoomed in 1 

       
Figure 6.  Variable zoom on focus pattern seen on EM-CCD camera. 

                                        Zoomed in 2 

 
Figure 7.  Variable zoom on focus pattern seen on CCD camera. 
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One can adjust the image by moving the focus and by rotating 
the sample on the stage.  Changing the focus will change the 
pattern visible and the intensity distribution, whereas rotating 
the sample will generally modify the lobe pattern and intensity 
of the lobes.   

11.  Now move the crosshair toward the center of the image 
(not necessarily the center of the pattern visible).  The x and y 
coordinates are displayed at the bottom of the image window 
and are represented with a number from 1 to 512. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    
                  

                     Figure 8.  Location of x and y coordinates in iXon software. 

This is the pixel number on the CCD array of the camera.  Use 
the keyboard to move this crosshair to x = y = 256.   This is the 
center of the CCD array.  The x-pattern of the focused beam 
should be centered upon the crosshair.  If the pattern is not 
centered properly, then the beam will not be centered on APD’s 
and poor image resolution will result.  To center the pattern, 

X coordinate Y coordinate X coordinate Y coordinate 
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zoom in far enough so that both the crosshair and the center of 
the pattern can be seen clearly.  Use the third mirror in the 
system (the mirror oriented at 45° which directs the beam 
upward away from the table) to move the pattern.  There are 
two knobs on the back of the mirror.  One is used for vertical 
adjustment and the other is used for horizontal adjustment.  
Gently adjust both until the pattern is centered upon the 
crosshair.  The lobes on the pattern may be visible if all neutral 
density filters are being used.  This is okay, it is more important 
that one see the center of the pattern clearly and that it is made 
up of four distinct and equally bright spots.   

12. If the pattern is centered yet does not resemble to the images 
above (i.e. it is blurry or misshapen) regardless of any focus 
and stage adjustments made, it may be necessary to re-mount 
the sample.  If this has no effect, the system must be realigned.  
Take the following steps: 

• Zoom out so that the pattern is about the same size as that in 
the image labeled ‘Zoomed in 1’ above 

• Using the same mirror used before, slowly and systematically 
pan the pattern visible across the entire area of the screen  

• Watch how the pattern changes.  When is resembles the 
images above, stop moving the mirror 

• Take note of where the pattern is presently located and then 
use the top mirror (the one used to redirect the beam into the 
microscope) to move the pattern toward the center of the 
screen.   

• The pattern will once again distort once it is at the center, but 
by now using the bottom mirror to begin moving the pattern to 
where it was previously located, one will find that the area 
where a good pattern is formed in no closer to the center of the 
screen than before.   

• Repeat this process of the moving the pattern away from 
center using the bottom mirror and then toward center using the 
top mirror until a good pattern is visible in the center of the 
screen.    
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13. When the pattern is near the center of the screen (and 
where the crosshair should be), it is easier to finish the 
alignment by observing the intensity pattern displayed on the 
left and at the bottom of the plot.  One can attempt to center the 
lines on each of the intensity curves between the two humps 
made by the focus pattern.   

 
              Figure 9. Location of intensity curves in EM-CCD camera software. 

14. Once the beam is focused and centered, shut the aperture 
on the laser (don’t shut it off).  Close the CCD camera software.  
Remove both the data cable and the power cable from the back 
of the camera.  Turn the port selection knob to 2 (assuming the 
APD’s are on the right port of the microscope).  Place the black 
plastic Nikon cap over the sample.   

15. Remove all neutral density filters from the filter holder.  
Observe how the APD’s are positioned.  Locate the three knobs 

Intensity
Curves
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on the micrometer stage supporting each APD.  Each of these 
knobs translates the APD in the x, y, or z direction.  Familiarize 
one’s self with these controls.  Now acquire a flashlight or LED, 
a handheld mirror, and s small piece of paper.  Open the laser 
aperture.  The beam of the laser will now be directed toward the 
APD’s.  As seen in Figure 4, the beam hits a non-polarizing 
beamsplitter and the two resulting paths are directed towards 
the apertures of their respective APD.  Now turn off all the lights 
in the laboratory.  Place the piece of paper in front of one of the 
APD’s and observe the pattern the laser makes.  Adjust the 
focus on the microscope until the beam spot on the paper is as 
small as possible.  Now remove the paper and use the mirror 
and light to get a view of the aperture of one of the APD’s.  
Once the aperture can be seen in the mirror, keep the mirror in 
that location and turn off the light.  One should now be able to 
see the spot from the laser located somewhere on the front of 
the APD.  If no spot is visible, assure that all filters are 
removed, including all neutral density and interference filters, 
and that the port selection knob is on position 2.  If the spot is 
still not visible, try adjusting the focus back and forth to observe 
where the beam focuses down.  Now adjust the position of the 
APD using the micrometer stage knobs.  Use the light if 
necessary to locate the aperture of the APD, and keep 
adjusting until the laser beam enters the aperture.  The 
aperture may be difficult to see at first, but it is the small black 
opening located in the center of the glass covered front of the 
APD.  One will know when the beam enters the aperture 
because it will no longer be visible against the surrounding 
white background.  

16.  Follow this procedure for both APD’s so that they are both 
aligned properly.  When this is done, tape the clear cross talk 
filters in front of each APD.  These filters are used to eliminate 
any fluorescence from either APD which could be registered by 
the other APD.  Assure that the beam leaving the beamsplitter 
still has a clear path to each APD and is not obstructed in any 
way with the filter holder or tape.  Close the aperture on the 
laser (don’t turn it off).    
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17.  Replace the dichroic mirror and orange glass filter.  When 
replacing the orange glass filter, push it back into the recess 
where it was removed from until it clicks into place. 

 

6. PROCEDURE:  
SINGLE-EMITTER FLUORESCENCE  IMAGING AND 
ANTIBUNCHING CORRELATION MEASUREMENTS  

1.  Turn on the Nanodrive device by flipping the switch located 
on the left of the front panel.   

2.  Open the LabVIEW software on the computer connected to 
the APD’s by double clicking the ‘Shortcut to SCOM_v6’ icon on 
the desktop.  When the LabVIEW software opens, hit the ‘Run’ 
button located under the ‘edit’ dropdown menu.  Now click on 
the ‘General’ tab located here: 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Location of ‘general’ tab in LabView software. 

Once this tab has been selected, hit the switch located right 
below the tab which is labeled ‘APD 2’.  The light beside the 
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switch should turn green.  Return the ‘Image’ tab which is 
located next to the ‘General’ tab.   

3. Using the TimeHarp 200 computer card you will measure 
the interphoton times and built the histogram showing how 
many second photons appear at a definite time interval 
after the first one. At zero time interval a dip should appear 
at a histogram showing antibunching (photons are 
separated).  The histogram should be symmetrical relative 
zero time (the first photon can be also the second one). 
You will define a zero time position by the card calibration.  
Open the TimeHarp software on mini-computer which contains 
the TimeHarp 200 PCI-board by clicking on the ‘TimeHarp exe’ 
icon.  If the control panel is not open, click on the button located 
here to open it: 

 
Figure 11. Location of control panel button in TimeHarp software. 

Now click the green ‘go’ button located to the left of the button just 
click.  No data collection should occur yet because the APD’s are not 
plugged in.   
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4.  The APD’s must now be plugged in, but be advised: 
The APD’s cannot be turned on with the lights on.  Too much 
light exposure can permanently damage the APD’s.  They must 
be used in complete darkness or near-complete darkness at all 
times.  It is also advisable to turn off all unnecessary computer 
monitors as well, as they will contribute to unwanted signal 
background.   

5.  Open the laser aperture.   

6.  Change the acquisition time to 5 ms and change the 
effective scan range to Xmin and Ymin = 0 microns and Xmax 
and Ymax = 50 microns and y = 0 to 50 microns.  Press scan  
(see the location of these fields bellow). 

 

 

 
Figure 12.  Location of x and y minimum and maximum and  
acquisition time in LabView software. 

X min and 
X max 

Y min and 
Y max 

Acquisition 
time 
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The right side of the screen displays plots of the number of 
incident photons versus location on the sample for each APD.  
On the bottom left of the screen is a wire graph of x location 
versus number of photons detected.  Once the scan has 
commenced, observe the wire graph plot.  The number of 
photons is most likely too small, and one must begin removing 
neutral density filters until the desirable number of photons is 
achieved.  Background noise usually constitutes around 10 
counts.  Begin by removing the 1 OMA filter and filter number 
one.  Observe how the number of counts changes when filters 
are removed.  Allow scanning to continue, and if too little counts 
are being observed, continue removing filters numerically.  
When the scan has finished, one can scan smaller portions of 
the 50 by 50 micron area scanned.  For example, one can 
change to scan range to x = 30 to 40 microns and y = 10 to 20 
microns.  Keep the dimensions of the scan equal so that one is 
scanning a square area as to avoid stretching and distortion of 
the image.  If the image acquired seemed too dim or no image 
was observed, consider removing more filters or moving the 
sample around on the stage.  It is okay to scan with no neutral 
density filters, however, bleaching of the sample with almost 
certainly occur.  This can be observed by watching how a 
feature being scanned becomes less and less intense as it is 
continually exposed to the laser light.  When a feature such as 
a quantum dot or a dye molecule is observed, a thin peak in the 
wire graph which originates from around 0-10 counts is 
desirable since this will provide a sharp image of the feature 
while maintaining a low background.  Whenever a new scan is 
started, the previous data is lost, so if one would like to save 
the data acquired, one can either use the print screen 
command to copy and paste the entire screen into Microsoft 
Word, or one can also right click each of the plots and copy and 
paste these images into Word as well.   

7.  After a scan has finished, turn off the APD’s.  This will end 
data collection on the TimeHarp card.  Access the computer 
with the TimeHarp software running and press the red ‘stop’ 
button located next the ‘go’ button pressed earlier.  Check the 
histogram displayed on the screen.  It should look something 
like the image displayed below.  If the data present is out of the 
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visible range, use the count axis adjustments on the control 
panel (marked on figure) to bring the histogram into view.   

 
Figure 13. Location of counts axis adjustment in TimeHarp software. 

It is now possible to save this file as a .thd data file.  This type 
of data can only be read by the TimeHarp software, so it is 
advisable to click the ‘edit’ drop down menu and then choose 
‘copy’.  This will copy the plot data the clipboard so that it can 
be pasted into a graphing program such as Microsoft Excel.  
Each time a new scan is begun, save any previous data if 
desired, and following the same procedure of pressing the ‘go’ 
and ‘stop’ buttons to collect data.    

Figures 14-17 show TimeHarp software in the case of 
antibunching for different fluorescence times of emitters. If a 
fluorescence lifetime of the emitter is higher than the time 
interval between two laser pulses, in this case the separate 
fluorescence pulses will not be resolved (Figure 15). The data 
were obtained by focusing  onto a single emitter (quantum dot). 
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Figure 14. Fluorescence antibunching of CdSe quantum dot (λ = 579 nm) in 
a 1-D photonic bandgap chiral liquid crystal host. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15. Fluorescence antibunching of CdSeTe quantum dot (λ = 
705 nm)  in a 1-D photonic bandgap chiral liquid crystal host. 
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Figure 16. Fluorescence antibunching of CdSeTe quantum dot (λ = 
705 nm). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 17. Fluorescence antibunching of PbSe quantum dot (λ = 850 nm). 
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8. Continue scanning different areas containing inhomogeneity 
in count rates and which appear to contain features.  Attempt to 
acquire a clear image of single molecules, which on a 50 x 10  
and 10 x 10 micron scale, look like this: 
 

Single molecule fluorescence at 50 x 50 micron scale 

 

 
Figure 18. Screenshot of a 50 x 50 micron scan of  DiI dye molecule 

fluorescence in LabView. 
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Single molecule fluorescence at 10 x 10 micron scale 

 
Figure 19.  Screenshot of a 10 x 10 micron scan of DiI  dye molecule 

fluorescence in LabView. 

Remember that scanning a single area repeatedly will cause 
bleaching of the sample, especially when not many neutral 
density filters are being used.  This will result in less intense 
fluorescence and lower photon counts.  One way to discern if 
one is scanning single molecules is the observation of blinking.  
This is a phenomenon where molecules very quickly change 
between emitting photons as normal to emitting no photons at 
all.  This appropriately results in a single molecule or a colloidal 
quantum dot that appears to ‘blink’.  A scan of a blinking 
molecule will resemble the following image. 
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Figure 20.  Example of blinking seen in a 10 x 10 micron scan of 

colloidal quantum dots fluorescence. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 21. Single colloidal quantum dot fluorescence in a 1-D 
photonic bandgap chiral liquid crystal host (from the paper S.G. 
Lukishova et al., J. Modern Opt., 2008). 

 

9.   When all the data required has been acquired, turn off the 
APD’s.  One can then turn on the lights.  Close the aperture on 
the laser. 

10.  Shut off the Nanodrive device. 
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7. PROCEDURE: EM-CCD-CAMERA DATA COLLECTION  
1.  Remove both the orange glass filter and the dichroic mirror 
filter, as well as all neutral density filters.  Observe the area 
where the CCD camera enters the microscope.  There are two 
screws which hold the camera in place.  Use the appropriately 
sized Allen wrench to remove these screws while supporting 
the CCD camera.  When the screws are removed, pull the 
camera out of the microscope port carefully.  Be aware that the 
camera is somewhat heavy.  Attach the power and data cables 
to the back of the camera and put it aside.     

2.  Open the laser aperture.  Move the port selection knob to 
port 5 (again, assuming the CCD is located on the left port).  
One should now see the beam leaving the empty port.  If not, 
try adjusting the focus until a small spot is seen.  Double click 
the Andor iXon icon located on the desktop of the computer 
attached to the camera.  On the toolbar, click ‘Hardware’, and a 
drop down menu will appear.  Choose ‘Shutter Control’.  
Choose ‘Permanently CLOSED’ and click ‘ok’.  Now adjust the 
focus until the tightest spot is focused about six to eight inches 
form the side of the microscope.  Move the camera into the 
beam and adjust its position such that the beam enters the 
camera aperture as close to the center as possible.  The flat 
side of the camera facing the microscope should now be six to 
eight inches from the side of the microscope, but this does not 
have to be exact.   

3.  Insert neutral density filters 1, 2, 3, and 1 OMA into the filter 
holder.  Click ‘Hardware’ and choose ‘Shutter Control’.  Choose 
‘CLOSED for background’ and click ‘ok’.  Next choose 
‘Acquisition’ from the toolbar, and another drop down menu will 
appear.  Choose ‘Setup Data Type’.  Choose ‘Counts (Bg 
corrected per second)’ and click ‘ok’.  Again open the 
‘Acquisition’ drop down menu, and choose ‘Setup Acquisition’.  
Locate the field labeled ‘Exposure time’, and change the current 
value to 0.5, then click ‘ok’.  Next, again choose ‘Acquisition’, 
and choose ‘Take Background’.  Now turn off the lights and 
click the video camera button to see a real-time series of 
images.   
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4.  One should see a pattern on the display.  If not, adjust the 
focus up and down until one is present.  When a pattern is 
observed, again adjust the focus until this pattern is as small as 
possible.  If the image becomes washed out due to 
overexposure, insert more neutral density filters or damage to 
the CCD camera can result.  If to the image is too difficult to 
see due to high background, one may also remove neutral 
density filters with caution.  If the image is not centered, adjust 
the position of the camera until the pattern moves the center.  
Be aware that moving the camera left and right will move the 
image up and down in the screen, and vice versa.   

5.  Now close the aperture on the laser and replace the orange 
glass filter and dichroic mirror filter.  Click the red ‘stop’ button 
near the video button to stop data collection on the camera.  
Remove all neutral density filters.  Open the ‘Acquisition’ drop 
down menu, and choose ‘Setup Acquisition’.  On the bottom 
right of the window, there is the section called ‘Electron 
Multiplier (EM) gain’.  Click enable, and a previous shaded area 
now with the value 1 will become adjustable.  Change this value 
to 255 (the maximum possible).  Choose ‘ok’.  Open the laser 
aperture and click the video button.   

6.  Because the interference filters are now inserted, the signal 
observed on the CCD will now be sample fluorescence rather 
than just green light.  A faint spot should now be visible.  If it is 
not, it may be necessary to adjust the focus up and down until it 
is visible.  If the spot is still not visible, it may necessary to 
move the sample and then adjust the focus once again.  If a 
spot still does not appear, it may be necessary to repeat steps 
35 – 37 to align the camera and focus properly.  Once this spot 
is observed, adjust the focus of the beam slowly up and down 
and look for bright spots.  This is fluorescence from dye 
molecules.  An example of what the image can look like can be 
seen below.   
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Figure 17.  Image of quantum dot  fluorescence captured with EM-

CCD camera. 

 

7.  It will likely be necessary to move the sample position on the 
stage to view different parts of the sample which may provide 
better images.  When an acceptable image is visible, keep in 
mind that moving the camera toward or away from the 
microscope will change the magnification of the image.  Choose 
a location which provides the best image.  When one wishes to 
capture an image, click on the camera button next to the video 
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camera button.  This will stop video collection.  Next click on 
‘File’ and choose ‘Export as’.  Make sure to change the file 
format to .jpg so that the file is saved as an image.  A new 
window will open after the file is saved which can be closed so 
long as the image was successfully.  Now click the video button 
again to activate a live feed.  Continue to collect as many 
images as required.    

8.  If bright enough fluorescence is visible, it may be possible to 
lower the exposure time (now set at 0.5s).  If the exposure is 
low enough, blinking can be observed.  This may be visible with 
exposure times around 0.05s and smaller.  Attempt adjusting 
the exposure time so that it is as small as possible but while 
fluorescence is still visible.  If blinking is observed, one can 
record this phenomenon as a video.  To do so, click the ‘stop’ 
button to stop data acquisition.  Click ‘Acquisition’ and choose 
‘Setup Acquisition’.  Under ‘Acquisition Mode’, change ‘single’ 
to ‘kinetic’.  A field labeled ‘Kinetic Series Length’ will appear.  
Change this field’s value to 100 and click ‘ok’.  The software will 
now record a series of images which can be viewed and saved 
as a movie (.avi format).  When one is ready to record, press 
the camera button (not the video camera button!), and the 
process will begin.  A scroll bar should appear on the right side 
of the open window which will scroll upwards as the video 
records.  When the recording process is finished, click ‘File’ and 
choose ‘Export as’.  Make sure to select the format as .avi.  
Make the file name one word.  The software will sometimes not 
save files with long or complicated names.  One can change 
the name of the file after it has been saved.         

9.  It is also advantageous to add a lens to this system for 
greater magnification.  If this is to be done, move the camera 
back from the microscope if necessary and mount the lens 
between the microscope and the camera.  It is easiest to align 
the system using green light.  Try adjusting the respective 
positions of the camera and lens, as well as adjusting the focus, 
until the spot seen on the camera is an appropriate size, 
focused, and in the center of the screen.  Also assure that the 
beam leaving the microscope enters the center of the lens and 
that the beam path is still straight.   
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10.  When an acceptable spot is visible, again replace the 
interference filters, turn on the gain, and remove all neutral 
density filters.  Attempt to capture images and/or videos using 
this setup.     

11.  When all data collection is complete, shut down all 
computer software.  Remove the power and data cables from 
the back of the CCD camera.  Close the aperture on the laser.  
Clean off the sample and stage.  Following the following guide 
to shut off the laser:   

To turn off the laser, one must first press ‘Stop’ on the power 
supply and then turn the key counterclockwise.   

Simply turning the key to the off position before pressing stop 
on the laser power supply can result in permanent damage to 
the laser.  Always press ‘Stop’ before turning the laser off with 
the key.        
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Appendix 1: Hanbury Brown and Twiss setup, 
photon antibunching (from Ref. 1A) 

How does one proof that photons exist? Here, we will assume that 
providing photons exist is equivalent to observing an effect that 
requires a quantum mechanical description of the field; equivalently, 
we will say that photons exist if the results of an experiment cannot 
be explained using a classical wave theory of light. Ideally, an 
experiment to prove the existence of photons will also demonstrate 
that light has “granular” properties. 

While physicists may argue about which specific experiment was the 
first to conclusively demonstrate the existence of a field requiring a 
quantum mechanical description, one can be fairly certain that this 
experiment was carried out in the 1970s [2A-4A]. One of this 
experiments  (fluorescence antibunching) [4A]  was carried out in the 
University of Rochester. 

In 1986, Grangier, Roger and Aspect performed another elegant 
experiment [5A, 6A]. Conceptually very simple, their approach was to 
examine correlations between photodetections at the transmission 
and reflection outputs of a 50/50 beamsplitter.  To quote the 
experimenters, “a single photon can only be detected once!” [5A]. 
Hence, if a single quantum of light is incident on the beamsplitter, it 
should be detected at the transmission output or at the reflection 
output, but not both: there should be no coincident detections 
between the two outputs. In fact, Grangier et al. measured fewer 
coincidences than predicted by a classical wave theory and 
demonstrated that the field incident on the beamsplitter was well 
described by a single-photon state [5A].  The key challenge in such a 
measurement is to create a field that truly has a single-photon 
incident on the beamsplitter; a weak beam containing an average  a 
single photon (or less) is not sufficient. 

We are interested in examining correlations between the photocounts 
on two detectors situated at the output ports of a beam splitter (Figure 
1A). The first experiment to examine these correlations was carried 
out by Hanbury Brown and Twiss [7A] who found a positive 
correlations between the output of the two detectors. It should be 
noted that in this first experiment, Hanbury Brown and Twiss were not 
counting individual photons, but were instead measuring correlations 
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between continuous currents from photomultiplier tubes (PMTs).  As 
such, this positive correlation indicated that when the current from 
one PMT increased, the current on the second tended to increase 
simultaneously. While the intent of Hanbury Brown and Twiss was to 
develop a new technique for measuring the angular diameter of stars, 
their work played an important role in creating the field of quantum 
optics. 

 

                  
Figure 1A. Coincidence measurement. The incident (I) beam is split into 
transmitted (T) and reflected (R) beams at a 50/50 beamsplitter. Detections 
at T and R are examined to see where or not they occur simultaneously. 

 

By a classical field, we mean an electromagnetic wave that is 
perfectly described by Maxwell’s equations. For such a field, the 
correlations between the intensities of the transmitted IT and reflected 
IR beams are given by the degree of second-order (temporal) 
coherence, (2)

, ( )T Rg τ , which is a function of the time delay τ between the 
intensity measurements [8A]. 

                      (2)
,

( ) ( ) .
( ) ( )
T R

T R
T R

I t I tg
I t I t

τ
τ

< + >
=
< + >< >

                        (1A) 

 If the light source is stationary (i.e., if its statistics do not change in 
time), then we can interpret the brackets as referring to ensemble 
average rather than time averages. It is called the degree of second-
order coherence because it involves correlations between intensities, 
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whereas the degree of first-order coherence describes correlations 
between fields. 

Of particular importance to the present work is the case of 
simultaneous ( 0τ = ) intensity measurements. In this case, and 
furthermore assuming a 50/50 beamsplitter in which the transmitted, 
reflected, and incident intensities are related by , it is straightforward 
to see that 

                         
2

(2) 2 (2)
, , 2

[ ( )](0) (0)
( )
I

T R I I
I

I tg g g
I t

< >
= = =

< >
.                          (2A) 

From the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, it is straightforward to prove 
that 2 2( ) [ ( )]I II t I t< > ≤< >  [8A,9A].     Using this, we find that 

                      (2) (2)
, (0) 1T Rg g= ≥  (classical fields),                         (3A) 

Where we emphasize that this result has been derived using classical 
wave theory. In Eq. (3A), equality with 1 is achieved if the input field 
is perfectly stable with no fluctuations, while for fluctuating fields the 
second-order coherence is greater than 1. For “chaotic” light (e.g., 
light from a thermal source that is either collisionally or Doppler 
broadened), it can be shown that (2) (0) 2g =   [10A].   

In the mid-1960s sophisticated fully quantum mechanical (QM) 
theories, in which both the electromagnetic field and the detector 
atoms are treated quantum mechanically, were developed by Kelly 
and Kleiner, Glauber and others. A QM field is not fully described by 
Maxwell’s equations. 

In the fully quantum theory, the correlations between the output fields 
from the beamsplitter in Figure 1A are still described by the degree of 
second-order coherence (2)

, ( )T Rg τ  , although now the electric fields 
(and corresponding intensities) are treated as QM operators, rather 
than as classical waves. Again, we are interested in simultaneous 
( 0)τ =  detection of photons at the outputs; quantum mechanically  

(2)
, (0)T Rg  is defined as                                                              

                                          (2)
,

ˆ ˆ: :(0) ˆ ˆ
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T R
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.                            (4A) 
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Here the colons indicate that the creation †â and annihilation â  
operators corresponding to the electric fields are to be placed in 
normal order, which means that all creation operators appear to the 
left of all annihilation operators. The intensity operator is proportional 
to the photon number operator for the field †ˆ ˆ ˆn a a= , so that 

                   
† †

(2)
, † †

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ: :(0)
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
T R T R R T

T R
T R T T R R

n n a a a ag
n n a a a a

< > < >
= =

< > < >< >
,                           (5A) 

 

Where we have explicitly placed the field operators in normal order.    

The averages in Eqs. (4A) and (5A) are given by QM expectation 
values.  The expectation value is computed using the field states at 
the detectors. These states can be derived from the input state to the 
beamsplitter. Alternatively, the operators for the reflected and 
transmitted fields can be written in terms of the operators for the input 
field ˆIa , and the unoccupied (vacuum) field ˆVa  that enters the unused 
port of the beamsplitter. For a 50/50 beamsplitter, and one particular 
choice of phase for the beamsplitter, it is straightforward to show that 

                            1ˆ ˆ ˆ( )
2R I Va a a= + , 1ˆ ˆ ˆ( )

2T I Va a a= − .                       (6A) 

Substituting the reciprocity relations Eq. (6A) into Eq. (5A) and using 
the fact that the unoccupied field mode is in a vacuum state, the 
second-order coherence can be written as [8A] 

                              (2) (2) (2)
, ,2

ˆ ˆ( 1)(0) (0) (0)
ˆ

I I
T R I I

I

n ng g g
n

< − >
= = =

< >
,                  (7A) 

Where now the expectation value is computed using the QM state of 
the field incident on the beamsplitter. As in the classical case, the 
second-order coherence between the beamsplitter outputs is equal to 
the second-order coherence of the input. 

Quantum mechanically, the measured correlations at the detectors 
are determined by the state of the field incident on the beamsplitter 
(the input state). The QM equivalent to a stable classical wave is a 
coherent state α , which is the eigenstate of the annihilation operator             
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αα=αα̂  [8A]. If one evaluates the second-order coherence [Eq. 
(7A)], assuming an input field in a coherent state, one finds (2) (0) 1g = , 
which is the same as the classical result for a stable classical wave.   

Evaluating Eq. (7A) assuming an input field in a thermal state (which 
is an incoherent mixture described by a density operator) one finds 

(2) (0) 2g =  [8A].  Such a field is said to be “bunched” ,  because one 
interpretation of this result is that the photons tend to come in 
bunches; one they strike the beamsplitter, some are transmitted and 
others are reflected, leading to positive correlations between the 
output fields. 

Thus, the quantum theory of photoelectric detection is in agreement 
with the classical theory, as long as one uses the appropriate field 
states. However, there exist certain field states that are inherently QM 
in nature, and for which there is no classical wave theory counterpart. 
An example of a nonclassical field state is one containing exactly one 
photon; this state is an eigenstate of the photon number operator, 
with eigenvalue 1: 111ˆ =n .  Evaluating Eq. (7A) using an input field 

in a single-photon state yields 0)0()2( =g , which violates the classical 
inequality (2) (0) 1g ≥ . 

Theoretically predicting the existence of nonclassical fields, and 
generating them in the laboratory, however, are two very different 
matters. One of the first experiments to demonstrate the existence of 
a nonclassical fields was performed by Kimble, Dagenais and Mandel 
in 1997 [4A]. They measured the light emitted by a single atom 
(“resonance fluorescence”) and found (2) (0) 0.4 1g = < , providing that the 
field was “antibunched”. 

An antibunched field can not be interpreted as one in which the 
photons do not clump together, and hence tend to arrive one at a 
time. When these individual photons strike the beamsplitter, they are 
either transmitted or reflected (but not both), leading to 
anticorrelations in the photocounts at the detectors. 

In our experiments with single-emitter fluorescence, using the 
so-called “start”-“stop” electronics, we will measure the time 
interval between photons in pairs. Computer program will build 
a histogram showing how many second photons will appear at 
definite time interval after the first photons in pairs.  The number 
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of second photons is proportional to (2) ( )g τ . This histogram will 
have minimum at 0τ =  in the case of a single emitter, indicating 
photon antibunching  because of existence of a fluorescence 
lifetime. No second photons will be emitted during this time 
interval (~several nanoseconds for dye molecules). 
 

 

                     
                                                         (From Ref. 1A) 
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                                                          (From Ref. 1A) 
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Appendix 2. Photonic bandgap materials  
PHOTONIC CRYSTALS OVERVIEW (from Ref. 14) 

In recent years, artificial optical materials and structures have 
enabled the observation of various new optical effects and 
experiments. Photonic crystals are materials with a spatial periodicity 
in their dielectric constant. Under certain conditions, photonic crystals 
can create a photonic bandgap, i.e., a frequency window in which 
propagation of light through the crystal is inhibited. Light propagation 
in a photonic crystal is similar to the propagation of electrons and 
holes in a semiconductor. An electron passing through a 
semiconductor experiences a periodic potential due to the ordered 
atomic lattice. The interaction between the electron and the periodic 
potential results in the formation of energy bandgaps. However, while 
atoms arrange naturally to form a periodic structure, photonic crystals 
need to be fabricated artificially. In order for a particle to interact with 
its periodic environment, its wavelength must be comparable to the 
periodicity of the lattice. Therefore, in photonic crystals the lattice 
constant must be in the range of 100 nm – 1 μm. This size range can 
be accessed with conventional nanofabrication and self-assembly.  

 

Figure 1B. Fabrication of silicon photonic bandgap crystals. (A) Template 
produced by 855 nm silica spheres deposited on a Si wafer. (B) Photonic 
crystal obtained after filling the interstitial spaces with high-index Si and 
removing the template by wet etching [From Y.A. Vlasov et al., Nature, 414, 
289 (2001)]. 

Many interesting phenomena can be deduced by considering the 
simple one-dimensional case, e.g., the periodically layered or the 
self-assembled chiral nematic (cholesteric) liquid crystal media.  
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CHOLESTERIC LIQUID CRYSTAL 1-D-PHOTONIC BAND-GAP MATERIALS     

In planar-aligned cholesterics, that for visualization purposes can be 
described as consisting of a layered structure, the axes of the 
molecular director (rightmost set of arrows in Figure 2B) rotate 
monotonically to form a periodic helical structure with pitch Po. With 
few exceptions, liquid-crystal media are non-chiral and require 
additives to induce the chiral order. Dependent on the chirality-
inducing additive, the final structure may show either a right- or a left-
handed sense of rotation.             
      

 
 
        When a solid, planar-aligned cholesteric is flipped on its side and inspected by a 
 

For liquid-crystal thicknesses ≥  10μm, the reflectance of normally 
incident, circularly polarized light with electric-field vector-rotation 
opposite to the rotation of molecules in the helical structure (Bragg 
condition), approaches 100% within a band centered at λo= navPo 
where nav= (ne + no)/2 is the average of the ordinary and extraordinary 
refractive indices of the medium. This is the so-called selective 
reflection of cholesteric liquid crystals (Figure 3B). The bandwidth is 
Δλ = λoΔn/nav, where Δn = ne - no.   

Such a periodic structure can also be viewed as a 1-dimensional 
photonic crystal, with a bandgap within which propagation of light is 
forbidden. For emitters located within such a structure, the rate of 
spontaneous emission is suppressed within the spectral stop band 
and enhanced near the band edge. Several groups have reported 
lasing in cholesteric liquid crystal photonic bandgap structures.  
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Figure 2B. Transmission and reflection by a cholesteric liquid crystal 
layer near selective reflection conditions. 
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    Figure 3 B.  Selective reflection curves of several cholesteric liquid 
crystal layers (blue curves). Red curve shows fluorescence spectrum of 
CdSe quantum dots. 




